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TRANSFORMATION OF BASES FOR RELATIVE 
LINEAR SETS* 

MARGARETE C. WOLF f 

The definitions of linear independence, dependence, and extension 
of sets of vectors relative to a matrix which are used in this paper 
were recently introduced by M. H. Ingraham, $ and are not repeated 
here. The purpose of the present paper is to study the structure of 
basal elements of a linear extension relative to a matrix. There are 
developed necessary and sufficient conditions which the elements of a 
matrix of a transformation must satisfy so that one set of basal ele
ments of a vector space can be transformed into another basal set. 

It is assumed throughout this paper that the elements of the mat
rices and the vectors, as well as the coefficients of the polynomials, 
are in a field gf. The following theorem is used but stated without 
proof : § 

THEOREM 1. If £1, £2, • • • , £& and rjx, rj2, • • • , rji are lwo se^s °f 

vectors (nXl matrices), each of which is linearly independent relative to 
an nXn matrix M, such that LM(^u £2, • • • , £&) = L M ( ^ I , 772, • • • , m), 
if hu and h<n are, respectively, the minimum polynomials associated with 
%i and rji relative to M, and if g is an irreducible polynomial and t any 
positive integer, then the number of polynomials hu divisible by gt is 
equal to the number of h<n divisible by gl. 

This is essentially the only restriction on the polynomials hu and h^%. 

THEOREM 2. If £1, £2, • • • , £& is a proper base relative to a matrix 
M f or the space LM(%I, £2, • • • , £&), if the minimum polynomial asso
ciated with £»• relative to M is gH, a power of an irreducible polynomial g, 
and if r]i=Y^=ifij{M)^j, ( i = l , 2 , • • • , k), where the f ij are polynomials 
with coefficients in the field %, necessary and sufficient conditions that 
the rji form a proper base relative to M are that the set of polynomials 
minimally associated with the rji is exactly the set gH in some order, and 
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Research Foundation. The topic was suggested by M. H. Ingraham, who also con
tributed valuable ideas and criticisms when the paper was presented to a seminar. 
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